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By Ted Kaye

Puerto Rico’s house of representatives is considering a bill to prohibit the use of the U.S. flag in the
absence of Puerto Rico’s flag on
any building housing the three
branches of the commonwealth or
municipal government, or any
public corporation. The fine
would be $100 to $500.
Rep. Charlie Hernandez defended
his bill, saying Puerto Rico is culturally unique and needs to represent the island’s individuality.
The bill says “During its 113 years
of life the Puerto Rican flag has
suffered the contempt and affront
of external and internal enemies
who try to combat the existence
of a palpable and indisputable
Puerto Rican national identity.”

The man who is always
waving the flag usually
waives what it stands for.

The flag proposal comes as the
island’s population considers its
status within the United States.
In a November two-part referendum 54% of voters voiced dissatisfaction with the island’s commonwealth status, and 61% favored statehood.
Ironically, the bill would punish

—Matt Murphy

The flag which would solve the issue.

a negative act—that of omitting
to fly the flag of Puerto Rico—
which seems highly unusual in the
world of flag laws.
Much more common are laws
prohibiting the flying of flags, or a
particular flag. While such laws
are more usual in other countries,
even in the U.S. we see homeowner’s associations regulating
flag use in developments, or municipalities (Beaverton?) restricting flag poles and display
(interpreting them under sign
codes).
What other “negative” flag laws
are out there?
[Source: Huffington Post 1/25/13]

We offered a prize for whoever
named the two VT issues with the
same quote! Michael Orlove won
it, naming: Numbers 10 and 32.

If you wish to compliment the interim editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted
Kaye at 503-223-4660 or kandsons@aol.com. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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Flags for TV Shows — by PSU Design Students
Jason Sturgill, who teaches design
at Portland State University,
recently wrote on his blog: “One
of my students from this past
term has started a Tumblr blog
around the idea of making flag
designs based on TV shows.

Breaking Bad

Knight Rider

Darkwing Duck

Mad Men

“A few weeks ago I invited in a
local flag expert from the Portland Flag Association [Ted Kaye]
to come speak about flag design
principles since he wrote the
book on it, and the students
made their own flags based on
these principles.”

http://tvshowflags.tumblr.com/

30 Rock

Parks and Recreation
Girls

Bill Nye a Flag That Flies

How I Met Your Mother

Peewee’s Playhouse
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Beavis and Butthead

Space Ghost

The Wire

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Twin Peaks

Saved by the Bell

The Deadliest Catch

Wheel of Fortune

South Park

The Office

You Can’t Say That on Television

Power Rangers
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January 2013 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our January meeting, hosted
by Mike Hale, 12 PFA members
enjoyed a lively evening of flags
and related topics. Mike, as host,
led the discussion, asking each of
us to introduce ourselves and
describe our favorite flag.

Michael reported on encountering
“GeoVexilla”—a GPS/ geocaching game in Northern California
using flags (geovexilla.gpsgames.org),
then Scott quickly determined that
Geocaching.com itself has a flag
(see page 6).

Scott Mainwaring had closed on
his new house that day—he knew
it was right for him because it had
a flagpole in front. Having
recently returned from Barcelona,
he described the widespread display of the Catalan independence
flag (see page 6)—it was so popular the stores were sold out, so as
a consolation he bought a Spanish
flag variant bearing an “Osborne
Bull”, the unofficial national symbol of Spain. He described the
history of that image.

Patrick Genna led a discussion of
the recent flag riots in Belfast,
spurred by city officials’ decision
to limit flying the Union flag atop
city hall to 17 rather than 365 days
a year. That led to the question:
What flag actually flies above
Downton Abbey (of public television fame)? Mike Hale found the
answer—a blue & red banner, perhaps based on the arms of the
Earl of Carnavon, owner of the
actual Highclere Castle.

Michael Orelove and his new/old
flag of Brazil.

Michael Orelove updated us on
his “gather UN member flags”
project, showing his latest acquisitions. He also had approached a
Portland firm, CCLI, asking for
the country flags it flies in front
of its building when they wear
out—that recently got him six.

Patrick then introduced some
proposed redesigns of U.S. state
flags by Philip Tibbetts in the UK,
leading us in a game of “guessthat-proposed-flag”, in which we
correctly identified about 75%.

Scott Mainwaring and the “Osborne Bull”, from Spain.

What’s that proposed US state flag?
Patrick Genna shares
Philip Tibbetts’ designs.
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Ken Dale’s son’s star is over there...
One of David Koski’s home-made
toothpick flags.

Highclere Castle, AKA “Downton
Abbey”, and its flag.

A new flag for Hawaii?

John Schilke related an unprintable story about a flag proposed in
Canada in 1964-65, involving
beavers and a frog.
David Ferriday showed a flag-like
sign he displays in support of the
US women’s Olympic soccer
team, and circulated some recent
newspaper articles and photos.

David Ferriday is a fan of US Olympic soccer goalkeeper Hope Solo.

David Koski described his project
to make toothpick flags using his
ink-jet printer and a template he’d
designed. He also led a discussion of the evolution of flag fabrics through history to the current
day, speculating on the impact of
a flexible LED display.
Attending his first PFA meeting,
Jessie Spillers posed interesting
and provocative questions.
Dennis Stevens expressed pleasure that unusual work scheduling
allowed him to attend, and asked
for help on flag design graphics
software and flag contests—we
responded with instant offers.

Max Liberman proposed minor
amendments to the Constitution
of the PFA, as suggested by the
board of FIAV, which PFA
members present approved
unanimously. We also reconfirmed Max as our representative
to FIAV through 2013.
Ted Kaye described his favorite
flag—his most recent acquisition.
He gave away several 12”x18”
flags he bought at the NAVA 46
auction. He took orders for the
3’x5’ PFA flag, including one
for Max to carry to the ICV in
Rotterdam—everyone pitched in.
He described the project which
put images of the Portland flag
on N.E. Multnomah (see page 8).

Ken Dale described a star named
for his son, to the left of Ursa Major (the Big Dipper), and used the
Alaska flag to demonstrate.

Jessie Spillers and Dennis Stevens.

A recent acquisition for Ted Kaye.
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The Chicago Flag—
Anticipating Future
Events

By Michael Orelove

I was born and raised in Chicago
before I moved to Juneau, Alaska,
in 1973. I have a Chicago city
flag which I brought with me to
Chicago on a recent visit. The
photo is of me and the flag in
front of my high school.
Similar to the American flag, stars
have been added to the Chicago
flag over time. The flag started
with two stars in 1917, representing the Chicago Fire of 1871 (the
star closest to the hoist) and the
1893 World’s Fair. The two stars
were not centered on the field but
were positioned on the left (hoist)
side of the flag, leaving room for
additional stars in the future.
In 1933 a third star was added
representing the Century of Progress International Exposition.
In 1939 a fourth star was added
to commemorate the Ft. Dearborn massacre of 1812. A new
order was designated for the stars
starting from the hoist, to represent, in chronological order, Ft.
Dearborn, the Chicago Fire, the
1893 World’s Fair, and the 1933
Exposition.
Each stripe on the flag has one or
more meanings and each point of
each star has a different meaning.

Geocaching is a free real-world outdoor treasure hunt. Players try to locate
hidden containers, called geocaches, using a smartphone or GPS device and can
then share their experiences online. The sport has its own flag, although it
would be highly counter-productive to fly it at any geocache!
Source: www.geocaching.com (in case you missed the text on the flag...)

Flags in Catalonia—How many can you identify?

Protesters wave Catalan flags during an October rally in Barcelona, Spain,
demanding independence for Catalonia (Catalunya).
Source: The Oregonian, 10/1/12; Photo by Emilio Morenatti / Associated Press
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What’s that Flag?

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz

By Max Liberman

By Patrick Genna

Can you name these six flags and
identify the theme?

Name the U.S. state flag which...

Answers in the next issue...

1. has a constellation ALASKA

13. has a copper star
ARIZONA

2. has a pelican LOUISIANA

14. has a saltire ALABAMA &
FLORIDA

3. has a walking bear
CALIFORNIA

15. is pennant-shaped OHIO

4. has a Union Jack HAWAII

16. has a buff-colored field
NEW JERSEY

5. is similar to the Dutch flag but
with a charge MISSOURI

17. has an anchor
ISLAND

6. is similar to the French flag but
with a charge IOWA

18. has a torch INDIANA

7. is based on the Stars and Bars
GEORGIA
8. has a Confederate Battle flag
MISSISSIPPI
9. looks like a dollar bill WASHINGTON
10. has a sun as its charge NEW
MEXICO
11. has a palmetto tree SOUTH
CAROLINA
12. has the letters “NC”
NORTH CAROLINA

RHODE

19. has a tribal shield
OKLAHOMA
20. has a buffalo WYOMING
21. is sometimes confused with
the flag of Chile TEXAS
22. has a “diamond”
ARKANSAS & DELAWARE
23. has the word “REPUBLIC”
on it CALIFORNIA
24. is truly heraldic
MARYLAND
25. is quartered MARYLAND
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Portland Flag Miscellany
the colored thermoplastic flag
which was then torched to the
pavement. PBOT placed ten flags
at a cost of about $300 each. They
measure about 3 by 5 feet, and
closely match the official colors.

By Ted Kaye

PFA member John Niggley first
spotted them—Portland city flags
on N.E. Multnomah St. Installed in
the fall of 2012, they are part of a
$200,000 “traffic-calming” project
on 16 blocks of that street.

According to Ross Swanson, the
project manager, the goal was to
proportion the street to meet the
existing vehicle capacity by reducing
the number of lanes and adding a
non-drivable buffer, painted the
new “beeswax” no-drive color.
Portland Bureau of Transportation’s

N.E. 6th Ave. & Multnomah St.

March Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, March 14, 2013, at
David Ferriday’s studio, 1801 N.W.
Upshur St., #330.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those of
you who have missed recent meetings, and hear some new war stories, see some different flags, and
engage in provocative discussion.
If you can’t get to the meeting, perhaps you can give the editor something to share with our readers.

The flag on the “beeswax” buffer.

earlier “Going to the River” project
had placed several speed bumps on
N. Michigan. The team placing the
thermoplastic warning chevrons on
the speed bumps added several
extra decorations, including a palmsized Portland city flag. That little
flag received enthusiastic feedback
and inspired Swanson to put larger
flags on N.E. Multnomah.
Swanson, trained as a landscape
architect, is a big a fan of the
Portland city flag, and uses it as his
computer’s desktop image. He
provided the vendor with a CAD
image, which became a template for

They have spurred interesting questions, such as “Why put the Norwegian flag on the street?”, and “Isn’t
that the Timbers’ flag?”—this second is quite reasonable, as the Timbers Army flies the Portland city
flag more than any other group or
location—including the city.
We hope this represents a trend of
the city using its own flag in more
public installations.

The Portland flag in thermoplastic.

